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Boatracs BTConnect™ 
Web-based messaging and mapping software to 

access fleet-wide data across communications 

hardware from any device! 

CONNECT with your entire fleet from any device 

Get Easy Access - Login from any device to get the right information at the 

right time.  Whether you are working from home, traveling or simply out of the 

office, BTConnect keeps you in constant connection with your boats.   

View Every Vessel - See all of your boats on a single, web-based interface.  

BTConnect provides a unified view of your entire fleet and can work with any    

on-board communications hardware.   

COMMUNICATE  through a single interface 

Integrate Functions - Tie together fleet mapping with two-way messaging  

to increase operational efficiencies.  Create vessel groups and sub-groups to 

enhance communications at the divisional and corporate levels. 

Improve Dispatching - Boost vessel performance with critical route planning 

capabilities.  Utilize standard or custom layers and landmarks, and integrate 

AIS data to maximize your competitive advantage. 

CONTROL  your data to make better decisions 

User Permissions - Grant full or limited access to employees, customers or 

third parties to optimize the flow of information.  Permissions include viewing 

messages, sending messages, viewing positions and pinging a vessel.   

Enhance Bottom Line - Get information from your fleet when you need it to 

improve customer service and responsiveness.  Accelerate invoicing, stream-

line back-office operations and improve your business performance. 



 

 

 

Fleet management features 

877.468.8722 
www.boatracs.com 

For over 20 years Boatracs has been serving thousands of vessels and fleets of all sizes and  

complexity.  Boatracs BTConnect™ is a powerful software platform that ties together the critical 

functions of visually managing a fleet with two-way messaging to give owners and operators 

maximum flexibility in managing their maritime operation.   

Messaging Mapping Mobile 

 Message from integrated 
map view 

 One click filtering 

 Restrict access to vessel 
information by User 

 Message a single vessel or 
vessel groups 

 Reports in seconds 

 Current location data and     
position history 

 Street/aerial views 

 Map layers (mile markers, 
lease blocks, closed areas) 

 Instant landmark creation 
with a single click 

 Route planning  

 Web-based for access 
from any computer 

 Login from mobile devices  

 Seamless integration 
across hardware systems 

 Easily manage your fleet 
from an iPad 

 Multiple user logins 
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